LIMPOPO SERENGETI
Limpopo’s Own SerengetiI. Take Aim Safaris is proud to bring you this first class South African hunting concession
that is conveniently situated 3 hours drive North West of Pretoria.
If you like me have done all the seriously tough hunts, driven all day when hunting and travelled hours on foot
and by car looking for game movement in wild concessions and are now interested in a more luxurious hunt
where game movement is good from the time you start hunting in the morning until you stop hunting in the
evening yet you still insist on a fair chase hunt then this South African hunting area will be perfect for you.
The hunting area/Safari area is 10.000 hectares in extent that is equal to 100 square kilometres. The hunting area
has 3 lodges within the 100 square kilometre area, there is a main lodge/luxury 5 star lodge that includes a gym,
a swimming pool, free wifi, 7 client villas all with en-suite bathrooms, there is a fully stocked well appointed bar
and a luxurious dining room plus a formal lounge with satellite/cable television plus a private office area that is
available to guests wanting to catch up on emails/Skype calls etc.
The hunting area has many flat and mountainous sections that are ideal for all hunters whether you are interested
in hunting mountains or flat areas, this hunting area will accommodate all hunting requirements and expectations.
We have a mountain lodge and a bush camp; the photos tell the story of this fantastic hunting area. There is also
a helipad and a private runway on the property. The runway is 1300 metres long and 30 metres wide.
Whether you are interested in a 5 star lodge or a rustic but very comfortable bush camp or a luxurious private/exclusive mountain lodge we have got exactly what you are looking for and expecting from your South African safari.
This is a big game hunting area with buffalo, rhino, sable, crocodile, and leopard all available to be hunted on the
same property plus an abundance of plains game that can be added to all our big game hunts.
This is South African hunting at its absolute best on a property that offers you a fair chase hunt with no breeding
camps, no ear tags, no colour variants and no canned/pseudo hunting. I would go as far as to say that hunting in
South Africa does not get better than this, in fairness there are of course other good hunting areas in this wonderful country, we are right up there with the best of them.
We welcome your enquiry and stand by to deliver the best of the best South African safari experience.
Main Entrance Co-ordinates:
S 23° 23’ 41.3” E 28° 12’ 46.0”

Heliport:
S 23’23”19.2 E 28’14”59.1

Runway:
S23’22’72.3 E28’14’40.1
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